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HTML2PDF-X Pilot provides ActiveX/COM APIs for developers in order to easily create PDF content by using HTML files or
HTML strings. This ActiveX/COM library is designed to help programmers harness the power of the WebKit rendering engine.
Benefits: HTML2PDF-X Pilot can be integrated in almost any programming language, including Visual Basic, Visual
Basic.NET, Visual C++, Visual C#, ASP, ASP.NET and VBScript (Visual Basic scripted language). HTML2PDF-X Pilot
supports a JavaScript object model that enables users to interact with the HTML2PDF-X Pilot Application using JavaScript.
The process can be fully automated, as JavaScript is capable of performing actions. For this reason, HTML2PDF-X Pilot
enables developers to offer more advanced and customized web pages. This ActiveX/COM library is an open-source project
that can be used as a stand-alone utility and/or it can be embedded into an existing application. More so, HTML2PDF-X Pilot
does not require any additional third-party software. HTML2PDF-X Pilot also supports text extraction by using the CSS2.0
specification. Thus, users are able to easily create PDF content by leveraging CSS styling, including text alignment, color
changes, font-family customizations and background image components. This ActiveX/COM library is fully compatible with
current versions of Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome browsers. As a result, users are able to generate PDF reports from
HTML content or convert HTML to PDF files. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can preserve the absolute and relative hyperlinks contained
in the original document. Moreover, this ActiveX/COM library fully supports the accessibility features, which are essential for
all web pages. More so, the library also preserves the formatted text in PDFs. In addition to that, HTML2PDF-X Pilot provides
users with features that ensure text drawing. As a result, generated documents can be easily scaled and rotated, as HTML2PDF-
X Pilot features support for this tasks. In addition to that, users can perform automatic or manual image importing.
Programmers can freely tweak their output by changing the CSS settings, including font sizes and widths. In addition to that,
users can modify the corresponding properties of the imported images. For example, developers can easily create custom
watermarks, convert their pictures in different types of grayscale, and display photographs. More so, the library does not restrict
users to creating
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Developer: Savaldi Software Web Development License: Free Software Non-Commercial, End User License Agreement A very
powerful application to create PDF documents from web pages. The best feature is that it works on IE, Netscape, Opera, and
Safari, as well as on Windows and Linux. It handles images and charts too. The creation of PDFs is much easier than it used to
be and it is very cheap and fast. It has a web interface which works both as a web tool and as a regular desktop application. But
there is no server-side programming required and the web interface is really reliable. ImageToPDF-WebPDF is the best
document creation and conversion solution you will ever find in web-marketing. It is a must-have program for all webmaster. A
very powerful application to create PDF documents from web pages. The best feature is that it works on IE, Netscape, Opera,
and Safari, as well as on Windows and Linux. It handles images and charts too. The creation of PDFs is much easier than it used
to be and it is very cheap and fast. It has a web interface which works both as a web tool and as a regular desktop application.
But there is no server-side programming required and the web interface is really reliable. ImageToPDF-WebPDF is the best
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to be and it is very cheap and fast. It has a web interface which works both as a web tool and as a regular desktop application.
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============================== *HTML2PDF-X Pilot* is an ActiveX/COM library that was designed to help
developers generate PDF reports from HTML content or convert HTML to PDF files. It performs these operations by using the
WebKit rendering engine. Users can choose to either integrate this library in their applications or use it as a standalone utility.
*HTML2PDF-X Pilot* can be used within any programming language that offers support for ActiveX/COM libraries, including
Visual Basic, Visual Basic.NET, Visual C++, Visual C#, ASP, ASP.NET and VBScript (Visual Basic scripted language). More
so, this library does not depend on any other third-party software. If the operating system features a built-in VBScript
interpreter, programmers can test the library's potential by simply creating a text file containing the corresponding script and
giving it a VBS extension. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can help developers integrate the ability to generate PDF content by using either
HTML files or HTML code strings within their applications. The absolute and relative hyperlinks contained in PDFs are
preserved, if they are available in the original document. Furthermore, the library features image and shape drawing functions
and it provides support for several formats. JavaScript can also be used, in order to aid the users in customizing their web page
content with minimum efforts. Additionally, developers can access text drawing functions that support HTML content along
with CSS customization features. Resulting content can be freely scaled and rotated, as HTML2PDF-X Pilot provides support
for these functions. *HTML2PDF-X Pilot* provides users with detailed documentation files, along with in-depth tutorials for
many popular programming languages, as well. HTML2PDF-X Pilot Features: ============================
*HTML2PDF-X Pilot* can be used within any programming language that offers support for ActiveX/COM libraries, including
Visual Basic, Visual Basic.NET, Visual C++, Visual C#, ASP, ASP.NET and VBScript (Visual Basic scripted language). More
so, this library does not depend on any other third-party software. If the operating system features a built-in VBScript
interpreter, programmers can test the library's potential by simply creating a text file containing the corresponding script and
giving it a VBS extension. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can help developers integrate the ability to generate PDF content by using either
HTML files or HTML code strings within their applications. The absolute and relative

What's New In HTML2PDF-X Pilot?

HTML2PDF-X Pilot is a COM library for building HTML to PDF documents. The library supports HTML/HTML-like content
such as HTML, XHTML, XML, SMIL, MathML, SVG, and XSLT. HTML/HTML-like files can be opened and saved as PDF
files. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can use CSS or XSLT stylesheets for HTML document processing. In addition, HTML2PDF-X Pilot
includes support for the Hypertext Markup Language. HTML2PDF-X Pilot also allows programmers to generate PDF
documents through page header and footer annotations, sections, attachments, and user-defined headers and footers. In addition,
various document structures (collapsible, multi-column, or single column) can be created. In addition, header and footer areas
can be customized, as well. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can export multiple pages to a single PDF file. Furthermore, XML content can
be converted to PDFs by using the HTML2PDF-X Pilot. HTML2PDF-X Pilot is designed to be intuitive, simple, and easy to
use. HTML2PDF-X Pilot features: In addition, HTML2PDF-X Pilot supports TrueType fonts, so users can use all available
fonts to personalize and customize their documents. HTML2PDF-X Pilot uses the WebKit rendering engine, so it has support
for HTML 4.01, HTML5 and CSS 3.0 specifications. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can work both on the local and network computers.
HTML2PDF-X Pilot has a comprehensive set of debugging functions, including a configuration file viewer, error reporting,
object inspector and HTML code editor. Use the HTML2PDF-X Pilot configuration file viewer to export the system/user-
defined configuration file. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can access PDF files and load images directly from the target PDFs.
HTML2PDF-X Pilot can also create new PDF documents, or edit existing ones. HTML2PDF-X Pilot has support for a variety
of XML-based language codes. HTML2PDF-X Pilot also allows users to customize the document with the use of PDF objects
such as header, footer, section, tab and image. HTML2PDF-X Pilot provides support for e-mail and FTP transfers.
HTML2PDF-X Pilot supports image scaling and rotation. HTML2PDF-X Pilot can
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System Requirements For HTML2PDF-X Pilot:

SOUND CARD: -PCI-S/MS Sound Card -More than 16Mb -Support Microsoft Windows NT 5.0/95/98/2000/XP/2003 CPU:
-Computer processor with clock speed from 80MHz to 133MHz VIDEO CARD: -PCI-S/MS Video Card -Support Windows
NT 5.0/95
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